Campus Resources

Fairfield University Language Resource Center (LARC)
http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jgoldfield/LARC030506.htm

Dictionaries & Encyclopedias

Chinese-English Dictionary of Modern Usage
http://www.arts.cuhk.edu.hk/Lexis/Lindict/

Chinese Characters Dictionary Web
http://zhongwen.com/zi.htm

Online Chinese Dictionaries
http://www.chinalanguage.com/Language/Dictionaries/

ABC Chinese-English comprehensive dictionary: alphabetically based computerized
Ref. PL1455.A33 2003

A Dictionary of Chinese mythology
Ref. BL1801.W35 1961

Dictionary of 1000 Chinese idioms
Ref. PL1273.D53 2000

Mathews’ Chinese-English dictionary
Ref. PL1455.M42 1969

A New English-Chinese dictionary
Ref. PL1455.N49 1984

Oxford Chinese dictionary: English-Chinese, Chinese-English
Ref. PL1455.O94 2003 with an accompanying CD-ROM at the Media Desk, Main Level
The Pinyin Chinese-English dictionary
Ref. PL1455.P55 1979

The Cambridge encyclopedia of China
Ref. DS705.C35 1991

Encyclopedia of China: the essential reference to China, its history and culture
Ref. DS705.P47 1999

Modern China: an encyclopedia of history, culture, and nationalism

Library Catalog

Search the Library Catalog for some of the following subject headings to find books in our collection about Chinese language:

Chinese Language
Chinese Literature

China and [subject]
   Example: China and language
   China and literature

If a book you need is not listed, try:

netLibrary
http://www.netlibrary.com/
A collection of approximately 4500 copyrighted books and over 3400 public domain titles available to Fairfield University affiliates around the clock, anywhere you have access to a networked computer. To access the collection, create your own account for free, then search the full text of an electronic book, browse, or check out a title.

If you are a registered student, faculty or staff member, and the library does not own the book you need, try requesting your item through Interlibrary Services.

Article Indexes & Databases

Arts & Humanities Citation Index
Library database available from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Online Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Provides complete access to articles from over 1300 of the world's leading arts and humanities journals and to relevant articles in over 5000 social science and science journals.

Gale's Literary Index
Library database from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Indexes the reference works Contemporary Authors, Contemporary Literary Criticism, Dictionary of Literary Biography, Drama Criticism, Poetry Criticism, Shakespearean Criticism, Short Story Criticism, and Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism.
Literature Resource Center
Library database from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Literature Resource Center covers more than 90,000 novelists, poets, essayists, journalists and other writers, with in-depth coverage of 2,000 of the most-studied authors.

MLA Bibliography
Library Database available from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Citations and abstracts to literary criticism, linguistics, language, folklore, etc.

Twayne's Authors Series
Library Database available from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Provides literary criticism and biographical information for approximately 600 authors worldwide, from Aristophanes to Bharati Mukherjee, as well as analyses of literary movements and genres.

Electronic Texts & Journals

Journal Locator
Library Database available from http://ds3us6us9g.search.serialssolutions.com/
   Determine if the DiMenna-Nyselius Library has a particular journal in full-text, electronic format.

netLibrary
http://www.netlibrary.com/
   A collection of approximately 4500 copyrighted books and over 3400 public domain titles available to Fairfield University affiliates around the clock, anywhere you have access to a networked computer. To access the collection, create your own account for free, then search the full text of an electronic book, browse, or check out a title.

JSTOR
Library Database available from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Contains archive images of approximately 300 searchable scholarly journals in various disciplines (current issues not available).

Project Muse
Library Database available from http://fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
   Over 200 full-text journal titles from various scholarly publishers.

Bibliographies & Reviews

Bibliography-Collections of Resources
http://hua.umf.maine.edu/China/bibtxt2.html

Chinese Biographies
http://www.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/igbio.htm

Chinese Bibliographic database
http://www.lcsc.edu/cbiuser/
Chinese Language and Gender on-line Bibliography
http://people.cohums.ohio-state.edu/chan9/g-bib.htm

Online Bibliographies for Chinese Studies
http://sun.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/igbiblio.htm

A Brief history of Chinese fiction
PL2415.C513 1973

China and the west: comparative literature studies
PL2274.C45

Chinese literature
PL2266.K33

China’s literature image
PL2265.C5

Chinese literature in the second half of a modern century: a critical survey
PL2303.C42464 2000

The Columbia history of Chinese literature
PL2265.C65 2001

Expressions of self in Chinese literature
PL2275.S44E96 1985

The gate of darkness; studies on the leftist literary movement in China
PL2302.H72

A guide to Chinese literature
PL2271.I3413 1997

An introduction to Chinese literature
PL2265.L5

The literature of China in the twentieth century
PL2303.M43 1997

From May fourth to June fourth: fiction and film in twentieth-century China
PL2302.F76 1993

Modern Chinese literary thought: writings on literature, 1893-1945
PL2302.M63 1996

The romantic generation of modern Chinese writers
PL2277.L4 1973

A short history of modern Chinese literature
PL2302.T513 1959

Women and writing in modern China
PL2278.L37 1998
Biographical & Geographical Resources

Biography & Genealogy Master Index
Library Database available from http://www.fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
  Citations to nearly 12 million biographical sketches in more than 2700 volumes and
editions of current and retrospective reference works. Biannually. Available to members
of the Fairfield University community

Biographical dictionary of Chinese women
HQ1767.5. A3 B56 1998

Who’s who in China, current leaders
Ref. DS778.A1W45

Who’s who in the people’s Republic of China
Ref. DS778.A1B33 1987

Who’s who in the world
CT120 .W5 1995

The contemporary atlas of China

Cultural atlas of China
Ref. DS721 .B56 1998

An historical atlas of China
Ref.G2306.S1H4 1966

People’s Republic of China-atlas
Ref. G2305 .U55 1971

The times atlas of China
Ref. G2305 .T55

Directories & Organizations

Asian American Studies Program
Cornell University
420 Rockefeller Hall
Ithaca, NY. 14850
Phone: 607 255 3320
Fax: 607 254 4996
E-mail:
Stephanie Hsu: ssh13@cornell.edu
Asian American Journalist’s Association
1182 Market Street
Suite 320
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: 415 346-2051
Fax: 415 346-6343
Email: National@aaja.org

American Association for Chinese Studies
NAC R4/116
The City College-CUNY
Convent Avenue and 138th Street
New York, NY 10031
E-mail: aacs@mail.com
Tel: (212) 650-8268, (212) 650-6206
Fax: (212) 650-8287

NYJPW Chinese-American Arts & Culture Association
30 East 20th St.
New York, New York 10003
John Wang (201) 262-4338
E-mail: penny.wang@nyjpw.org

Directory of Asian Organizations

East & Southeast Asia: An Annotated Directory of Internet Resources
http://newton.uor.edu/Departments&Programs/AsianStudiesDept/index.html
   Provides access to annotated links by country and political, historical, and cultural topics.
   Frequently link-checked and updated.

Almanacs, Handbooks & Statistics

Chinese almanacs
AY1144.S65 1992

China: a global studies handbook
Ref.DS706.C4893 2003

The China handbook
HC427.92 .H833 1997

The new Cambridge handbook of contemporary China
Ref. DS706 .M24 2001

Understanding China; a handbook of background information on changing
DS706.C76

Country studies/area handbook online
Comprehensive handbooks, published between 1988 - 1998, that describe and analyze political, historical, economic, social, and national security systems and institutions in detail. Annotated bibliography. Published by the Federal Research Division of the Library of Congress.

World Factbook
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook
Detailed information on all the countries, including demographics, communications, transportation, languages, ethnic groups, and economy; also includes descriptions of the countries' governments.

Primary Documents & Images

ARTstor
Library database available from http://www.fairfield.edu/lib_databases.htm
The ARTstor Digital Library Collection contains a repository of hundreds of thousands of digital images and related data and the tools to actively use these images. Professors using ARTstor content as supplemental course material should consult the ARTstor Faculty Guide. Students who need to access ARTstor images for a course or who simply want to maximize the power of this database should consult the ARTstor Student Access Guide. Data contains art and texts associated with Buddhist cave shrines in Dunhuang, China as well as Asian art.

Brooklyn college Chinese culture course images
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/images.html
This page contains a summary of all the picture files available on this Brooklyn College Core 9 Chinese Culture Web site, along with their sources.

A source book on Chinese philosophy
B125. C45 1963

Sources of Chinese Tradition
DS703. D4 1960
DS721. D37 1999

Internet Resources

Chinese language page
http://www.uni.edu/becker/chinese2.html
University of Northern Iowa’s collection of links to Chinese language and culture.

Marjorie Chan’s China Links
http://chinalinks.osu.edu
This Ohio State University website has annotated links to over six hundred China- and Chinese language and linguistics-related websites
MCLC Resource Center
http://mclc.osu.edu
This resource center contains, among other things, bibliographies of mostly English-language materials on modern Chinese literature, film, art, and culture and is maintained by Kirk A. Denton at the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures, the Ohio State University.

Asian Educational Media Service
http://www.aems.uiuc.edu/index.las
Program of University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign's Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies to help educators locate audio-visual resources on Asia. Includes an annotated, searchable database of films and videos and other visual media for elementary through college.

Resources for the Study of East Asian Languages and Thought
http://www.hm.tyg.jp/~acmuller/index.html
Extensive textual and lexicographical Web resource includes digital dictionaries, texts, bibliographies and graduate program section. Links to other major Asian Studies WWW virtual library sites

UCLA Center for East Asian Studies: Resources
http://www.isop.ucla.edu/eas/resource.htm
Offers substantial materials and annotated links in East Asian studies. Includes reference works, online periodicals, government resources, lists of K-12 classroom materials, and statistical information on East Asian demographics, politics, and economics.

Course Home Pages & Course Reserves

In-Library Reserves Lookup
http://sirsi.fairfield.edu/
List of materials available at the Library Reserve Desk. First click on "Reserve Desk" in the menu bar across the top of the page, then locate items by typing in your instructor's last name, course name, or course ID. For electronic reserves, use ERes instead.

ERes
http://eres.fairfield.edu
Use this to access course materials if your professor has placed them on electronic reserve.

WebCT
http://webct.fairfield.edu:8900
Use this to enter a course if your professor is teaching at least part of it online.
Tips for Using Your Information

- **Evaluating Information**
  http://fairfield.edu/lib_criticalevaluation.html

- **Citation & Style Guides**
  http://fairfield.edu/lib_citationguides.html

- **Avoiding Plagiarism**
  http://fairfield.edu/lib_plagiarismcourt.html
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